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Abstract

We present a gestural interpretation interface that opti-

cally senses hand positions and motions. These postures

and gestures are recognized and processed, closing the in-

teraction loop by controlling computer media— such as

Apple TV or Google Earth— as well as physical devices

such as domestic appliances— including adjusting curtains,

changing television channel and volume, turning lights and

fans on and off, and piloting a cleaning robot.

Keywords: ambient information systems, calm technology,

computer vision, disappearing computer, image processing,

multimodal interaction, remote controls, roomware, smart

spaces and aware environments.

1. Introduction

Figure 1. Control of Robot Vacuum via Natural Gestures

Optical gesture recognition systems are not new; they

have been explored for at least thirty years, since the pi-

oneering, seminal “Videoplace” work1 of Myron Kreuger

[8] in the 80s. Kreuger coined the phrase “artificial reality”

to describe such advanced interfaces that allowed users to,

for instance, interpolate a high-wire between the silhouette

of one’s outstretched fingers, along which a shadow puppet

would stride. Devices like the VPL DataGlove allowed in-

terpretation of hand signs but were somewhat cumbersome.

In the 90s, systems such as the Vivid Mandala allowed play-

ers to watch chromakeyed reflections of themselves com-

posited into video scenes featuring position tracking for

“mirror VR” systems, which musical, athletic, and fantasy

games were popular in location-based entertainment instal-

lations such as science museums. This decade has seen the

growing popularity of gesture recognition as a focus of re-

search [4] [3] [10] [12].

The emergence of software like ToySight,2 CamSpace,3

and XTR4 start to exploit the affordability of computer vi-

sion systems [7], the proliferation of webcams, and the in-

corporation of cameras into laptops and mobile phones [13].

1.1. Computer Vision “Vision”

The paradox of digital living is that user interfaces tend

to become harder to use. Our group is motivated by the

“calm computing” goal [15], embracing the ubicomp vi-

sion and recognizing the need to make computer inter-

faces accessible to ordinary users (perhaps especially “sil-

ver society” senior citizens) who aren’t necessarily adept at

GUI/WIMP idioms familiar to the computer literate. Natural

interfaces, the “disappearing computer” [14] without mouse

or keyboard [2], are more convenient and intuitive than tra-

ditional devices and enable new computing environments.

1www.open-video.org/details.php?videoid=8211
2www.freeverse.com/games/game/?id=45
3www.camtraxtechnologies.com
4www.xtr3d.com
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Figure 2. System Architecture

We are accustomed to controlling appliances— TV, air

conditioner, lighting, etc.— by remote control. We present

here a home automation [1] gestural system featuring oper-

ation by natural actions. Computer vision has some advan-

tages compared to marker-based motion capture, including

lack of requirement for re ectors or special clothing, and

less restriction on location. We introduce a purely optical

posture and gesture recognition system featuring a novel

combination of visible and infrared cameras, allowing in-

terpretation of gestural commands to control domestic ap-

pliances [9] [6].

For crafting an intuitive interface, we focus on gestic-

ulation because gestures come naturally, without training,

and many are international and cross-cultural. With our

interface, gestures are used to control electronic media as

well as physical devices, including a robot vacuum cleaner,

as illustrated by Figure 1. The interface features automatic

gaze-activated recognition of user gestures, hand contour

and displacement, using image processing techniques for

interpretation to invoke remote controls.

2. Implementation

The “roomware” digital living system is organized as

shown in Figure 2. The hardware c ration for the sys-

tem server is an ordinary modern PC: Windows XP Pro-

fessional operating system on an Intel R CoreTM2 Duo CPU

running at 2.10 GHz, with 3.00 GB RAM and an NVIDIA

GeForce 8400M GS graphics board with 512 MB. Periph-

erals include a CCD camera for gesture capture, an infrared

camera for eyegaze detection, and an infrared transmitter

for wireless appliance control. The CCD camera is used to

grab video frames; the infrared camera is used to detect eye-

gaze; the infrared transmitter is used to send commands to

wireless appliances after interpretation of gestures to con-

trol game displays, steer the robot, etc.

Computer performance has improved to make practical

image processing and computer vision interfaces which had

heretofore been too heavy for realtime response. The main

processes of our system are skin-color detection and shape

recognition. We used OpenCV,5 Intel’s Open Source Com-

puter Vision library of realtime image processing functions,

which provide powerful methods for image processing, ex-

posed as C++ and C functions.

2.1. Image Processing Pipeline

The image processing ow of the computer vision sys-

tem is traced in Figure 3. When the program is launched,

the main thread is started and the processing loop begins.

The program extracts a background image for background

subtraction and calibrates the user’s skin-color by having

the user hold his or her hand over an outline, from which

the system derives a range for esh tones. A frame grabber

captures a new frame and passes it to the image processing

5www.intel.com/technology/computing/opencv
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Figure 3. System Data Flow

module. In preparation phase, the system attempts to d

users’ eyes from each frame captured by the infrared cam-

era. In detection phase, esh-colored segments extracted

from the moving area passed from the preparation phase are

used to determine the contours of skin-color area. Finally, in

recognition phase, the system judges whether or not a user’s

gestures represent commands. If a gesture is recognized as

imperative, the corresponding command is executed. These

phases are elaborated in more detail below.

2.2. Background Subtraction

In image processing, noise rejection is critical for iso-

lating salient signals. The largest noise is background, so

we engineered effective background removal. The system

captures the background image and separates moving area

from background by comparing each captured frame with

the background. The background may alter with time as,

for example, lighting conditions change, so it is updated in-

crementally each frame using a history-weighted moving

window average: background background

frame, where is the mixture fraction and frame is

the current image. By updating the background image, the

system can adapt over time and smooth over noise, like a

low-pass lter. We have found empirically that a value of

yields satisfactory results.

2.3. Skin-Color Detection

Skin-color detection is critical for extracting areas and

contours of users’ hands. We performed experiments to

d an optimal representation in the system by comparison

of four major color spaces: HSV, HSL, YCbCr, and RGB.

These tests were performed across various conditions— al-

tering time-of-day, lighting, and users. As a result of such

experiments, we selected the YCbCr color space as the most

appropriate for our application, at least for Asian and Cau-

casian skin tones. This is consistent with the general prac-

tice of many researchers working with skin-color detection

who also use YCbCr color space because it favors the iden-

ti cation of esh tone intervals.

2.4. Shape Recognition

Extracted skin-color areas are candidates for hand inter-

pretation by the shape recognition process. First, the sys-

tem extracts contours of hand candidates for determination

of how many ers the user holds up. Finger postures are

reserved for top-level selections, which modes determine

interpretation of hand gestures. Next, the system traces the

contour on frontal (coronal) plane and determines the com-

mand vector.

2.5. Gesture Interpretation

The user simply performs natural gestures while glanc-

ing towards the monitor, besides which is the infrared cam-

era. The system must recognize hand motion because ges-

ture is interpreted based upon hand shape and displacement,

including grasping and moving. Both hands can be de-

tected. A menu-driven modal interface chooses the target

appliance at which subsequent gestures are directed, for an

effective “noun–verb” syntax [11]. Recognized gestures in-

dicating commands include the following:

Grab Mouse click.
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Grab, release, regrab Double click.

Grab, move, and open hand Drag and drop.

Move open hand Displacement to move cursor, steer

robot, etc.

Our system can presently recognize only two-dimensional

hand-signs because of the difficulty of recognizing three-

dimensional gestures with a single camera.

2.6. Command Invocation, including IrDA and
LAN-tap Transmission

The interpreted commands are sent to the respective ap-

pliance, including computer media such as Apple TV [5]

and Google Earth, as well as physical devices. One can con-

trol appliances for medical applications or home care (like

an assisted living care bed). The gesture recognition server

can invoke recognized commands by wireless “spoofing”

transmission to respective appliances. A custom-built cir-

cuit trained with the patterns of infrared appliance control

emulates such protocols by a USB-connected transmitter.

As industry standards move away from IrDA to WiFi and

Bluetooth, this link can be easily upgraded accordingly.

Other ordinary appliances are also remotely controllable.

A network “LAN-tap,” an ethernet-connectable power strip,

is also connected the recognition and control server via the

internet, so simple electric appliances like lights and fans

can be switched on and off by gesture.

3. Conclusion and Future Research

Sensor techonologies to monitor activities, biometrics,

geospatial location, proximity, and contextual influences are

starting to fufill the promise of the ubicomp, calm comput-

ing asymptote. We have presented the implementation of

a gesture recognition system suitable for interaction with

arbitrary appliances. We haven’t yet performed rigorous

quantitative performance evaluation or validation of the sys-

tem, but informally it seems fairly robust across various

conditions. Accuracy is somewhat degraded if the back-

light is strong, if skin-color noise is significant, or if the

background lighting or objects (such as people walking be-

hind) changes too quickly. Variations like short-sleeved

shirts, which expose arm flesh, sometimes cause tracking

problems. Command interpretation is sensitive to scale and

distance, since contour extraction is imprecise when the

gestures are performed too far from the camera, but unaf-

fected by rotation. We are considering extending the sens-

ing with multiple CCD cameras, to enable to recognition of

three-dimensional gestures. Our ultimate goal is to explore

ways that simple, minimalist interfaces can be applied to

everyday “mundane” activities, multimodal interaction that

is nonintrusive and respectful, to gracefully improve social

welfare and quality of life.
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